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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks have been revealed as a
powerful technology to solve many different problems through
sensor nodes cooperation. One important cooperative process
is the so-called average gossip algorithm, which constitutes a
building block to perform many inference tasks in an efficient
and distributed manner. From the theoretical designs proposed
in most previous work, this algorithm requires instantaneous
symmetric links in order to reach average consensus. However,
in a realistic scenario wireless communications are subject to
interferences and other environmental factors, which results in
random instantaneous topologies that are, in general, asymmet-
ric. Consequently, the estimation of the average obtained by the
gossip algorithm is a random variable, which its realizations
may significantly differ from the average value. In the present
work, we first derive a sufficient conditions for any MAC protocol
to guarantee that the expected value of the obtained consensus
random variable is the average of the initial values (unbiased
estimator), while the variance of the estimator is minimum. Then,
we propose a cross-layer and distributed link scheduling protocol
based on carrier sense, which besides avoiding collisions, ensures
both an unbiased estimation and close to minimum variance
values. Extensive numerical results are presented to show the
validity and efficiency of the proposed approach.
Index Terms—Gossip algorithm, MAC protocol, Cross-layer
design, Asymmetric communications, WSN
I. INTRODUCTION
Gossip algorithms [1][2] are a clear example of the inherent
capacity for distributed processing [3][4] that Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) possess. A common assumption in these
algorithms is the existence of bidirectional communications
so that a global common solution, such as average consensus,
is reached. In a real implementation [5], ensuring bidirectional
communications implies that any node j, after a transmission
of data to any other node i, should wait until the correspond-
ing acknowledgment, possibly including the data from i, is
received. In addition, this latter node i should also wait for
the acknowledgment from j. Then, every node waiting for an
acknowledgment cannot mix information with any other node
until the current data exchange is finished. Thus, while a node
is waiting, the data received from other nodes, must be stored
and processed after the current one. This procedure requires
a control mechanism that introduces both a communication
overhead and an uncontrolled delay which scales up with the
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number of nodes in the network, becoming prohibitive in many
real applications.
Although executing gossip algorithms under asymmetric
communications may still ensure consensus to a common
(random) value [6][7], this may significantly differ from the
average. Some conditions for an asymmetric gossip algorithm
to reach consensus almost surely have been derived in [8] and
an upper-bound on its resulting mean squared error (MSE) has
been proposed in [9]. An interesting approach to ensure certain
types of convergence is to maintain a companion variable in
addition to the state variable. The companion variable allows
the algorithm to correct the deviation introduced by each
asymmetric exchange, as proposed in [10] and [11]. In particu-
lar, the work in [10] is based on applying a sequence of gossip
algorithms to the state variable and successive companion
variables until the deviation from the average is small enough.
Similarly, the works of [12] and [13] exploit this additional
information to ensure certain statistical properties during the
consensus process so that convergence in expectation and in
the mean square sense can be reached. Finally, the works
of [14] and [15] use also additional variables together with
a nonlinear algorithm to achieve average consensus under
asymmetric communications. These last two approaches are
based on computing the stationary distribution for the Markov
chain characterized by the sensor network, and is thus different
from consensus-type algorithms.
All these previous works [10-15] reduce the error intro-
duced by the asymmetric exchanges of data at the expense
of introducing a correction mechanism at the application
layer that involves additional communications and process-
ing. Intuitively, a similar correction is possible by properly
choosing the order and the frequency of the data exchanges
between neighboring nodes. In particular, the deviation from
the average introduced by one asymmetric exchange can be
compensated in the network by another exchange that creates
a variation of similar magnitude but opposite sign. In practice,
the order and the frequency of the communications depend
on the MAC layer [16][17][18]. Although correcting each
deviation would require global knowledge and complex control
mechanisms, certain statistical properties can be introduced in
a gossip process by designing the MAC protocol in a cross-
layer fashion.
When designing a new MAC protocol, using accurate radio
signal propagation and interference models is fundamental to
ensure that collisions are minimized. The interference model
is directly related to the complexity of the protocol, being
important the distinction between considering only primary in-
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terference and taking also into account secondary interference.
Considering only primary interference means that two links
interfere with each other if and only if they share the receiver.
Considering also secondary interference implies that every link
can affect each other even if they do not share a receiver, which
is a much more realistic model. In the first case, a scheduling
following certain optimal criteria (e.g. minimum number of
steps) can be found in polynomial time [19], while in the
second case, it becomes NP-hard [20].
In this work, we propose a cross-layer and distributed link
scheduling protocol based on a carrier sense strategy, that
allows an asymmetric gossip algorithm to reach unbiased
average consensus in the presence of secondary interference,
while presenting close to minimum variance values. Based
only on local information, such as the sensed power in the
channel, nodes are able to self-organize in a time division
basis, in such a way that, under the assumption of continuous
time, free-collision patterns with a probabilistic symmetric
structure are generated. More specifically, at every iteration
of the gossip algorithm, several scheduling steps are executed,
each of which implies the activation of a link and, following
a novel criteria, the inhibition of several other links around it.
This criteria, which is the key aspect of the proposed MAC
protocol, is designed in a cross-layer basis by considering the
performance of the random consensus.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel and realistic cross-layer scheme,
where the performance of the consensus-based
implementation of signal processing applications is
improved by an appropriate design of the link layer. To
that end, we consider all the relevant steps from the
application to the link layer.
• First, we show how the computation of the average
of the values of the nodes can be used as part of the
distributed implementation of many signal-processing
applications. In this way, we consider the result of the
iterative random consensus as an estimator of the average
of the values of the nodes, and show the dependence of
the statistical properties of this estimator (expectation
and covariance) as a function of the statistical properties
of the random instantaneous connectivity patterns.
• Then, unlike other existing MAC protocols based on
carrier sense, we consider as a design parameter, for each
link, the area that includes all the links inhibited by its
activation. We also derive the required size of this area
so that the bias of the random instantaneous connectivity
is zero and its variance is minimized whenever the links
are activated following our approach.
• Finally, we propose a distributed implementation of this
link scheduling protocol, obtaining numerical results that
validate the cross-layer approach, and show that this ap-
proach outperforms other gossip algorithms over existing
CSMA techniques in terms of MSE, convergence time
and power consumption.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: some
necessary background on graph theory and on consensus
problems is presented in Section II. In Section III, the con-
ditions for any MAC protocol to ensure that the consensus-
based estimation of the average value is both unbiased and
of minimum variance are derived. In Section IV, we present
a cross-layer link scheduling protocol based on carrier sense
that ensures unbiased average consensus, while presenting a
small variance. We then present, in Section V, some numerical
results about the performance of our approach, comparing it
with existing schemes in the related literature. Finally, the
conclusions are summarized in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND BACKGROUND
In this section, we first motivate the extensive use of
consensus algorithms in many inference tasks, explaining its
main drawbacks. Then, we introduce the interference model
and the associated graph theory, which provide the framework
that rules the design of our proposed cross-layer MAC pro-
tocol. Finally, we present the main concepts related to gossip
algorithms and their convergence.
A. Motivation of this work
The distributed implementation of signal and information
processing tasks in WSNs generally involves to split the global
problem in simple local subtasks, each one consisting of a first
step that involves local computation, followed by a second
step of refinement through communication between nodes. The
decomposition of certain tasks into separable functions that
can be computed locally by nodes and executed in parallel,
has been traditionally a popular topic in the computer science
community [25]. In general, given both a network of N nodes,
where each one i with access to local information given by
the vector ςi, and a global objective function f0(ς1, · · · , ςN )
to be computed in a distributed fashion, the goal is to express
the function f0 as follows:




If each node i takes xi(0) = Nfi(ςi) as its initial value,
the objective function can be computed as the average of
these values. Alternatively, when the objective function can
be decomposed as a product of the form:




then, the average of the initial values xi(0) = N log(γi(ςi))
results in log(f0). It turns out that many statistical problems
(Kalman filter [21], Neyman Pearson detector [22], optimiza-
tion by ADMM [24], etc.) can be partially cast or decomposed
as either a sum (1) or a product (2) of local functions. A
common approach to implement this in a distributed fashion
is the so-called randomized gossip algorithm [1][2], where
the N nodes of the network aim at computing the average
of their initial values by successive exchanging data with one
hop neighbors in an iterative and random scheme.
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TABLE I
NOTATION TABLE
Gossip Parameter Link Scheduling Parameter
parameter description parameter description
α Constant link weight during consensus β SINR threshold
k Consensus algorithm iteration n Link scheduling decision step
A(k) Instantaneous Adjacency matrix η Number of links scheduled simultaneously
L(k) Instantaneous Laplacian matrix Rmax Maximum transmission range
W(k) Instantaneous Weight matrix Rρ Intended transmission range
Nj(k) Instantaneous neighborhood of node j Υji Collision area associated to link eji
P Matrix of connection probabilities Rinh Inhibition radius
x(0) Initial state of nodes Sjinh Inhibition area associated to node j
x(k) State of nodes at iteration k Sji Set of links that inhibit link eji
xavg Average of initial values Pt Power transmission common to all nodes
xˆavg Estimator of xavg T Set of active transmitters
Existing works in gossip algorithms for average consen-
sus either assume that the underlying graph is undirected
[1][2] or introduce some mechanism at application layer to
correct the deviation produced by the asymmetric exchanges
[10][11][12][13]. Implementing bidirectional communications
or a corrective mechanism generally introduces certain over-
head and delay in the process that may result prohibitive for
certain applications.
In this work, we propose a scheme where the gossip
algorithm is executed over a new cross-layer MAC protocol
specifically designed to keep the random consensus value
unbiased in the presence of secondary interference. Moreover,
our design also leads to small variance values, keeping the
overall error, measured in terms of the MSE, close to its mini-
mum value. In order to ensure these properties, an appropriate
connectivity pattern is created by our MAC protocol before
each iteration of the gossip algorithm takes place. Note that
our solution is compatible with the use of companion variables
at the application layer.
B. Interference model
We consider a network composed of N nodes, each one
equipped with an omni-directional antenna, and arbitrarily de-






Fig. 1. Relation between the different areas and radii presented in this paper.
In this example, it is assumed that the link between the transmitting node j
and the receiving node i is active.
distribution. The nodes perform unicast communications using
a common transmission power Pt and each pair of nodes is
linked by a single user channel. In this work, a simplified
path loss model is adopted, since including fading does not
significantly change the results in a real scenario, as shown
in [16]. The channel gain between a transmitter node j and a
receiver node i is approximated by 1
dγji
, where γ ≥ 2 is the
path-loss exponent and dji = dij is the distance that separates
nodes i and j.
Additionally, we assume the SINR interference model ac-
cording to which the successful reception of a packet sent by
node j to node i depends on the SINR at node i, that is, a








where N0 is the background noise, β is a constant threshold
and T is a set containing all concurrent transmitting nodes. In
practice, β is chosen to guarantee a certain quality in the com-
munications. If inequality in (3) is satisfied for every scheduled
link, it is said that a feasible transmission pattern has been
formed. In this model, all the simultaneous transmissions are
considered when evaluating whether a single transmission is
feasible or not.
In the sequel, we introduce some definitions concerning the
different areas that we consider associated to a transmission.
These areas play a crucial role in the design of any MAC
protocol. In our particular case, their proper design improves
the performance of the gossip algorithm, as we show in the
next section.
Definition 1. The transmission range Rmax is the maximum
distance up to which a packet can be correctly received in
absence of interference.
Taking into account (3) and in the absence of interference,








Since a transmission to a node at distance equal to Rmax
implies that no other link can be simultaneously scheduled
without collision, we force the length of the links to be
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scheduled to be shorter than Rmax. Accordingly, we define
also a circular area of radius Rρ < Rmax:
Definition 2. The intended transmission range Rρ of a node
j defines the circular area containing all the neighbors that
node j can communicate with.
This intended transmission range can be expressed as:







with 0 < ρ < 1. Notice that the value of ρ must be large
enough for the network to be connected, namely, in order
to guarantee a multi-hop path between every pair of nodes
with high probability. It has been shown in [26] that for
randomly and uniformly deployed large-scale networks, the
critical radius for connectivity is L
√
logN
piN , so we can choose




< ρ < 1.
Definition 3. The collision area associated to a specific link
between transmitter node j and receiver node i is the circular
area of radius Υji and centered at i, inside which, no other
node can transmit without corrupting the transmission from j
to i.
From (3), and considering that a collision occurs at node i if





−∑v∈T ,v 6=j Ptdγiv −N0
 1γ (6)
All the areas and radii described before (Rmax, Rρ, Υji) are
shown in Fig. 1 and summarized in Table 1.
Finally, when a node j performs a transmission, and in order
to protect the corresponding link, other nodes around it might
decide not to transmit. This concept leads us to the following
definition:
Definition 4. The inhibition area Sjinh of a transmitter node
j is defined as the area around it that includes all nodes that
are inhibited due to its transmission.
The main objective of this area is to protect the transmission
from node j to any node i within its intended transmission
range Rρ, by inhibiting as many nodes from the collision
area Υji as possible. However, since each area is centered
at a different point, this objective entails a balance between
the number of interfering nodes that are not inhibited (hidden
terminal), and the number of non-interfering nodes that are
inhibited (exposed terminal). As opposed to Υji, whose value
is completely determined by the wireless medium and the
node transceiver sensibility, the inhibition area Sjinh is a design
parameter of the protocol, and its exact determination is a key
point in the design of any MAC policy based on carrier sense.
This issue is tackled in Section IV-B for our specific protocol
design.
C. Graph Theory
The sequence of instantaneous connectivity patterns that
result from applying any MAC protocol can be modeled as a
time-varying graph G(k) = (V, E(k)), consisting of a constant
set V of N nodes and a set E(k) ⊆ E of directed links that
changes at each iteration k. The set E = {eji‖dji ≤ Rρ}
denotes all the links that are susceptible to be scheduled, that
is, the links between pairs of nodes that are at distance lower
or equal to Rρ and eji denotes a directed link from node j to
node i, which indicates that there exists a directed information
flow from node j to node i. While the set E includes enough
links to ensure that the underlaying graph results in a strongly
connected graph (possibly undirected), as we will explain later,
each subset of links E(k) usually correspond to a directed and
disconnected one.
Given a time-varying graph G(k), we can assign an N ×N
adjacency matrix A(k) where an entry aji = [A(k)]ji is equal
to 1 if eji ∈ E(k) and 0 otherwise. The set of neighbors of
a node j is defined as Nj(k) = {i ∈ V : eji ∈ E(k)} and
the degree matrix D(k) is a diagonal matrix whose entries
are given by dj = [D(k)]jj = |Nj(k)|. Then, the Laplacian
of a graph G(k) is a matrix defined as L(k) = D(k)−A(k),
whose second smallest eigenvalue1 λ2(L(k)) is the so-called
algebraic connectivity. In general, and specifically for asym-
metric gossip schemes, instantaneous matrices A(k) and L(k)
are non symmetric. Besides, if we denote by pji = [P]ji the
probability of establishing a link from node j to node i, we
have that E[A(k)] = A¯ = P, where P is the connection
probability matrix. In Section IV-A, we tackle how this matrix
P can be tuned by the MAC layer, such that the accuracy of
the gossip algorithm is improved.
D. Gossip algorithms
A gossip algorithm is a distributed procedure, where, at each
iteration k, one or several nodes send their value to a neighbour
according to the decision of the MAC protocol being used.
Then, every node i that receives a packet from a neighbor j
updates its current value as follows:
xi(k + 1) = (1− α)xi(k) + αxj(k) (7)
where α is the step size of the algorithm, which should be
chosen to ensure convergence [9]. The rest of the nodes remain
unchanged. By using matrix notation, we can write (7) in a
more compact form as x(k + 1) = W(k)x(k), where:
W(k) = I− αL(k) (8)
is the instantaneous weight matrix at the k-th iteration (see
Table I). Given some initial values, if we store them in a vector
x(0) = [x1(0) . . . xN (0)]
T , at each iteration k of the gossip
algorithm, we have that x(k) = W(k) . . .W(0)x(0).
The final objective of this gossip algorithm is that all nodes
of the network asymptotically compute the average of the
initial values of the nodes. In this way, if we define this average
as xavg = 1N
∑N




x(k) = xavg1 (9)
1We are assuming that the eigenvalues of a instanta-
neous Laplacian matrix are arranged in increasing order, i.e.
0 = λ1(L(k)) ≤ λ2(L(k)) ≤ ... ≤ λN (L(k)).
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However, since x(k) is a random vector, at each iteration k
of the algorithm, there is a deviation that can be quantified in









The matrices W(k) are random and independent at each
iteration. By considering (8), it becomes clear that W(k) and
L(k) have the same eigenvectors, and that their eigenvalues
are related as: λi(W) = 1 − αλN−i+1(L). Therefore, the
largest eigenvalue of W(k) is equal to 1, and the associated
right eigenvector is the all-one vector 1. However, and due to
the random nature of W(k), nothing can be stated about the
associated left eigenvector, which becomes a random vector
and is different, in general, for each W(k). Then, provided that




0 with L = E[L(k)], we have that [8]:
lim
k→∞
W(k)W(k − 1) . . .W(0) = 1mT
where m is a random vector with
∑N
i=1mi = 1 and 0 ≤
mi ≤ 1. It means that the product of the weight matrices
asymptotically converges to a rank-one matrix with equal
rows, and (9) becomes:
lim
k→∞
x(k) = 1mTx(0) (11)







Then, by performing the dynamics in (7), every node is able
to compute an estimator xˆavg of xavg, whose value depends
on the left eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue 1 of
each of the weight matrices applied during the process. The









which can be decomposed as follows:
MSE(xˆavg) = (E [xavg − xˆavg])2+E
[
(xˆavg − E [xˆavg])2
]
(14)
where the first term on the right side denotes the bias of the
estimator, and the second term represents its variance.
III. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS TO ENSURE AN ESTIMATION
WITH MINIMUM MSE VALUE
Ideally, nodes should be able to obtain an estimation of the
average such that the bias is zero and the variance is minimum.
The minimum value that can be attained for this second
term equals the value of the variance of the initial values,
which is zero for the case of considering initial deterministic
values. In the following, we present the conditions to ensure
an estimation with minimum MSE value.
Proposition 1. The estimator xˆavg is unbiased if and only if
P1 = 1TP, that is, the sum of every column of the probability
matrix P is the same as the corresponding row.
Proof: If we compute the expectation of the value of x(k)
in the limit, we have the following:
E[xˆavg1] = E[ lim
k→∞





where we have applied the independence between the matrices
W(k) and also from vector x(0). By applying the Perron-
Frobenius Theorem, and considering that 1 is the right eigen-









where m is the left eigenvector of W associated to the
eigenvalue 1. If we express L = D − P, and by considering
that 1 is the right eigenvector of L associated to eigenvalue
0, we have that:
P1 = D1 (16)
Moreover, since W and L have the same eigenvectors, the
following holds:
mTP = mTD (17)
From (16) and (17), we have that if the sum of the rows
of P is equal to the sum of the columns, then 1PT = P1 =
D1 = 1D
T






which means that the estimator is unbiased.
On the other hand, if the estimator is unbiased, then m
must be the all-one vector, which implies that 1PT = 1D
T
=
D1 = P1, and the sum of the columns of P is the same as
the sum of its rows.
Corollary 1. If the probability matrix P is symmetric, the
estimator xˆavg is unbiased.
Although ensuring an unbiased estimation is important,
large values of the variance term in (14) could make the final
value of the MSE unacceptable. The variance of the consensus
estimation depends on both the variance of the initial values
of the nodes and the covariance of vector m. Since we cannot
affect the former by applying any specific MAC design, we
focus here on the covariance of vector m, which is expressed
in [8] as follows:
vec (cov (m)) = v1 {E [W(k)⊗W(k)]} −
− v1 {E [W(k)]} ⊗ v1 {E [W(k)]}
where vec(·) is the vectorization operator, ⊗ stands for the
Kronecker product and v1(·) denotes the normalized left
eigenvector corresponding to the unit eigenvalue.
Proposition 2. The covariance of vector m is zero if matrix
E[W(k)⊗W(k)] is balanced.
Proof: By properties of the Kronecker product, it is
accomplished that:
v1 {E [W(k)]}⊗v1 {E [W(k)]} = v1 {E [W(k)]⊗ E [W(k)]}
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Thus, a sufficient condition for vec (cov (m)) to
be zero is that both matrices E [W(k)⊗W(k)] and
E [W(k)]⊗ E [W(k)] share the same left eigenvector
corresponding to the unit eigenvalue. This directly holds
when both matrices are the same, however this is not possible
since it requires the entries of W(k) to be statistically
independent, or in other words that there is no uncertainty
in the process. Alternatively, the specific matrix design of
W(k) in (8) implies that matrices E [W(k)⊗W(k)] and
E [W(k)]⊗ E [W(k)] are both row stochastic, that is, the
right eigenvector corresponding to the unit eigenvalue is the all
ones vector. For the specific case of a symmetric probability
matrix P, it follows that E[W(k)] is also symmetric2, which
entails that v1 {E[W(k)]⊗ E[W(k)]} = 1. Therefore, the
covariance of vector m is zero if v1 {E[W(k)⊗W(k)]} = 1,
that is, if matrix E[W(k)⊗W(k)] is balanced.
Corollary 2. If the matrix E[W(k) ⊗W(k)] is symmetric,
the estimator xˆavg presents minimum variance.
Theorem 1. If the matrices P and E[W(k)⊗W(k)] are both
balanced, then the value of MSE(xˆavg) is minimum.
Proof: The result of the theorem is an immediate conse-
quence of both Proposition 1 and Proposition 2.
In a distributed scenario, the easiest way to ensure that
matrices P and E[W(k) ⊗W(k)] are both balanced is to
make them symmetric, since this does not require any global
information or coordination from a central entity. While a
symmetric matrix P can be attained by properly designing
the MAC layer, as we show in the next section, the symmetry
of matrix E[W(k)⊗W(k)] cannot be attained under the SINR
interference model, as shown by the following result.
Proposition 3. The matrix E[W(k)⊗W(k)] is symmetric if
and only if instantaneous symmetric links are ensured.
Proof: If instantaneous symmetric links are always en-
sured, all the instantaneous matrices W(k) are symmetric and
then E[W(k)⊗W(k)] is symmetric. Thus the instantaneous
symmetry condition is sufficient, but nothing can be directly
inferred about whether this condition is also necessary.
To see that this condition is also necessary, we elab-
orate on the expression of E [W(k)⊗W(k)]. Since
E [W(k)⊗W(k)] is formed by the (NxN )x(NxN ) elements
of the form E [wij(k)wkl(k)] for i, j, k, l = 1 . . . N , namely
the expected values of the products between all elements of
matrix W, we can claim that E [W(k)⊗W(k)] is symmetric
if and only if:
E[wij(k)wkl(k)] = E[wji(k)wlk(k)] ∀i, j, k, l = 1 . . . N
By considering (8), we have the following:
wii(k) = 1− 
N∑
j=1
ai(k), i = j
wij(k) = aij(k), otherwise
2For the specific design of matrix W(k) in (8), the expectation matrix
E[W(k)] depends exclusively on the probability matrix P in the form
E[W(k)] = I−  (diag(P · 1)−P).
If we multiply for different indexes, we take expectations
and by noting that E[aij ] = [P]ij = pij , the diagonal entries
of E [W(k)⊗W(k)] can be expressed as follows (we drop
the time index k for the sake of simplicity):










E[wiiwjj ] = 1− 
N∑
k=1







which do not affect the symmetry of the matrix
E[W(k)⊗W(k)]. Similarly, the rest of the entries which do
affect the symmetry of this matrix are the following:




E[wiiwkl] = pkl − 2
N∑
j=1
E[aijakl], i 6= k, l (19)
E[wijwkl] = 2E[aijakl] i 6= j, k 6= l (20)
For the entries determined by (18), the condition of sym-
metry can be stated as:
E[aijaik] = E[aijaki] (21)
In the particular case of j = k, the condition in (21)
becomes E[a2ij ] = E[aijaji]. Since a2ij = aij and by applying
Bayes theorem, it is equivalent to:
prob {aij = 1} = prob {aij = 1} prob {aji = 1|aij = 1}
which holds if and only if prob {aji = 1|aij = 1} = 1, that
is, both links eij and eji always simultaneously activate,
which makes the condition of instantaneous symmetric links
necessary.
The result stated by Proposition 3 implies that we cannot
reach minimum variance under our setting, since nodes with
strong hardware limitations cannot transmit and receive simul-
taneously under the SINR model. However, we can still ensure
that, except for the entries of the form (18) with j = k, the rest
of the entries are symmetric, implying that the resulting matrix
is a small perturbation [27] of a symmetric one, leading, in
most cases, to left eigenvectors close to the all-ones vector
and to small variance values as a consequence.
In the next section, we relate the conditions for an unbiased
estimation and minimum variance to the design of a specific
MAC protocol. Then, we describe in detail our particular
design and we show that this protocol ensures an unbiased
estimation, while maintaining close to minimum values of the
variance.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROTOCOL
This section is devoted to a detailed description of the
proposed distributed link scheduling protocol based on carrier
sense. After outlining the main features of the scheduling pro-
cedure, we present the design rule that guarantees symmetric
connection probabilities, that is, a symmetric matrix P. Then,
we explain how the inhibition area of the nodes can be tuned
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in such a way that this design rule is fulfilled. Finally, we show
that our design ensures that most of the entries of the matrix
E[W(k) ⊗W(k)] are symmetric, leading to small variance
values.
Our proposed scheme involves the simultaneous execution
of the link scheduling protocol and the average gossip algo-
rithm. At every iteration k of the gossip algorithm, a realization
of the scheduling protocol is performed. All the links in E
are initially labeled as unclassified, defining the link demand,
which is common to every gossip iteration. Thus, the link
demand at iteration k + 1 is reestablished after a subset E(k)
of links is activated at iteration k. At each scheduling step
n, a randomly chosen node j signals the activation of a link,
which involves a randomly chosen neighbor node i from the
circular area associated to Rρ. The receiver i updates its value
according to (7) at the current gossip iteration. When the
link eji is marked as activated, it causes all the unclassified
links inside the inhibition area Sjinh of transmitter node j
to be marked as inhibited. The subsequent repetition of this
activation-inhibition step leads to the following concept:
Definition 5. The length of a particular feasible transmission
pattern, denoted by η, is the number of simultaneous links that
has been scheduled in a particular realization while satisfying
the feasibility condition (3) for all of them.
Therefore, an iteration of the gossip algorithm involves η
transmissions due to the scheduled activation of the corre-
sponding η links, such that |E(k)| = η.
Accordingly, during one realization, at each step n of the
scheduling protocol, 0 ≤ n ≤ η, every link eji ∈ E is
classified into one of the following sets:
• ACTIVATEDA(n): contains all links marked as activated
up to the n-th step of the link scheduling protocol.
Initially, A(0) = ∅. Then, only a new link is marked
as activated at each step n, so that, |A(n)| = n. After
the η scheduling steps, we have that E(k) = A(η).
• INHIBITED I(n): contains all links marked as inhibited
up to the n-th step of the link scheduling protocol. At the
initial step, we have that I(n) = ∅. After the η scheduling
steps, we have that I(η) = E \E(k).
• UNCLASSIFIED U(n): contains the links not belonging
to any of the previous sets. The initial set at each gossip
iteration is given by U(0) = E = {eji|dji ≤ Rρ}.
From (7) and according to the previous classification of
links, it follows that only the receiver nodes of the links that
have been activated after the last η scheduling steps update
their values in the k iteration of the gossip algorithm, that is:
xi(k + 1) =
{
(1− α)xi(k) + αxj(k) if eji ∈ A(η)
xi(k) otherwise
Given this scheduling procedure, in the next subsection,
we derive the condition under which symmetric connection
probabilities (symmetric matrix P) are obtained.
A. Symmetric connection probabilities
Given a link eji, if we denote by Sji(n) the set of un-
classified links at step n whose activation imply its inhibition
(transmission through link eji unfeasible), and based on the
previous description of the link scheduling protocol, we have
the following result:
Proposition 4. Symmetric probabilities of communication are
ensured, if the number of unclassified links that can inhibit
link eji is the same as the number of those that can inhibit
link eij at every scheduling step l. In other words, if |Sji(l)| =
|Sij(l)| ∀l = 1 . . . η, then matrix P is symmetric.
Proof: The probability PAji (n) of activating a link eji at
the n-th step of the link scheduling is the combination of two
events:
• The link eji remains unclassified after n− 1 scheduling
steps.
• The link eji is chosen for activation at step n.
Thus, we can write the following:
PAji (n) = p {eji ∈ U(n− 1)} p {eji ∈ A(n)|eji ∈ U(n− 1)}
The link eji belongs to U(n − 1) if it does belong neither
to A(n− 1) nor to I(n− 1):
p {eji ∈ U(n− 1)} =
= (1− p {eji ∈ A(n− 1)}) (1− p {eji ∈ I(n− 1)})
The link eji does not belong to A(n− 1) if it has not been
activated in any of the previous n− 1 steps:






Similarly, the link eji does not belong to I(n − 1) if it
has not been inhibited in any previous step. Furthermore, the
link eji is inhibited at step 1 ≤ l ≤ n − 1 if a link from
Sji(l), among all candidates contained in U(l), is chosen for
activation. Since both |Sji(l)| and |U(l)| are random variables,
we have the following:





















The probability that link eji is chosen for activation at
scheduling step n, provided that it has remained unclassified
during the previous n− 1 steps, can be expressed as:












Accordingly, the probability of activation of a specific link
eji at the n-th step of the scheduling process is given by the
following recursive expression:























Fig. 2. Inhibition area Sjinh of node j covers every link with an endpoint
inside the circle of radius Rinh centered at j. Consequently, any node located
at a distance shorter than Rinh from node j is inhibited not only for sending






Fig. 3. Set of nodes Sji whose activation would cause the inhibition of the
transmission from node j to i. This set is the same as the one that includes
the nodes whose activation would inhibit the transmission from i to j.
Thus, it follows that if |Sji(l)| = |Sij(l)| for l = 1 . . . η,
then PAji (n) = P
A
ij (n) for n = 1 . . . η. Then, since [P]ij =∑η
n=1 P
A
ij (n), it is accomplished that [P]ij = [P]ji, which
concludes the proof.
Next, we analyze how to design the inhibition area in order
to achieve: a) a symmetric matrix P and b) collision-free
connectivity patterns that lead to an unbiased estimation with
small variance.
B. Design of the inhibition area
The inhibition area Sjinh controlled by a transmitter node j,
namely the nodes that are inhibited for transmitting while this
node j is performing a transmission, is a key design aspect
in any MAC protocol, since it entails a trade-off between
the hidden and the exposed terminal problems. As explained
in Section II, in order to completely avoid collisions and
generate feasible transmission patterns, the inhibition area Sjinh
of a node j should cover the collision area Υji of node
i, inhibiting the transmission of any neighbor of node i.
However, in our specific setting, the inhibition area has an
additional requirement: it must be designed in such a way that
Proposition 4 holds, so that a symmetric probability matrix
P is ensured. Accordingly, and assuming continuous time so
that two nodes cannot transmit exactly at the same time, we
propose the following result:
Theorem 2. Given any active link evu, if every other potential
link with an endpoint at a distance from the transmitter v









is inhibited, then feasible transmission patterns with an asso-
ciated symmetric probability matrix P are generated.
Proof: We first show that symmetric probabilities of
connection are generated. From what is stated in the Theorem,
link eji is inhibited if either node j or node i are located
at a distance shorter than (22) from an active transmitter v.
Therefore, the set of links Sji(n), whose activation implies
the inhibition of link eji, becomes:
Sji(n) = {evu : min {dvj , dvi} ≤ Rinh} (23)
Since the inhibition radius in (22) is a common value to
all links, then Sji(n) = Sij(n), which, by Proposition (4),
implies that PAji (n) = P
A
ij (n), for n = 1 . . . η.
Now, we prove that, with the defined strategy, at each
realization of the scheduling protocol, collision free patterns
are obtained. Since the maximum number of simultaneous
active links for a given realization is η, the collision area for
a link between j and i defined by (6) must be particularized
for the case of η − 1 interferers. Besides, since the distance
between those η − 1 interferers and the receiver i cannot be
predicted, we must assume the worst case scenario, that is, the
η−1 interferers are located at the same distance, and as close
as possible to node i such that a collision is not provoked. By
considering this worst case scenario, the radius for this new







This collision area is protected if the transmission from
node j to node i inhibits the transmission of any other node
in a circular area centered at j with radius Υηji + dji. As
explained before, a condition to ensure symmetric probabilities
of communication is that the inhibition radius Rinh is common
to every node j, hence the associated inhibition area Sjinh
should cover the collision area of the longest link in the net-
work. Since Rρ ≥ max
eji∈E
{dji}, the expression for Rinh in (22)
implies that Rinh ≥ max
eji∈E
{Υji +dji}, and a feasible pattern is
generated as a consequence, while symmetric probabilities of
communication are also ensured.
Remark 1. Based on this strategy, a transmission from node
j to node i is inhibited not only by the activation of any
transmitter node inside a circular area of radius Rinh centered
at node j, but also by the activation of any transmitter node
inside the same area centered at the intended receiver i (see
Fig. 3). It is straightforward to see that the previous set of
nodes is the same as the one that inhibits the transmission
from node i to node j.
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Theorem 3. Our inhibition area design ensures that all the
entries of the matrix E[W(k)⊗W(k)] are symmetric, except
for the ones of the type (18) with j = k.
Proof: Firstly, for our protocol to ensure that the entries
of the type (18) are symmetric, it must be accomplished that:
E[aijaik] = E[aijaki]
For j 6= k, since the random variables aij(k) can only take
the values 0 and 1, we have that the expectation E[aijaik] is
equal to prob {(aij = 1) ∩ (aik = 1)}, namely the probability
that both links eij and eik are simultaneously activated. Then,
entries in (18) with j 6= k are symmetric if and only if:
prob {(aij = 1) ∩ (aik = 1)} = prob {(aij = 1) ∩ (aki = 1)}
which for our setting are both equal to zero, since we are
considering unicast communications and a SINR interference
model, that is, no node can transmit and receive at the same
time and a node can communicate with one and only one
neighbour at a time.
Secondly, for our protocol to ensure that the entries of the
type (19) are symmetric, it must be accomplished that:
E[aijakl] = E[ajialk]
For the case i = k, j = k, l, and by noting that a2ij = aij , the
condition becomes pij = pji, which always holds because of
the symmetry of the matrix P. For the case i, j 6= k, l, since
again the random variables aij(k) can only take the values
0 and 1, we have that the expectation E[aijakl] is equal to
prob {(aij = 1) ∩ (akl = 1)}, namely the probability that both
links eij and ekl are simultaneously activated. Then, entries
in (19) with i, j 6= k, l are symmetric if and only if:
prob {(aij = 1) ∩ (akl = 1)} = prob {(aji = 1) ∩ (alk = 1)}
namely the probability of simultaneous activation of any two
links is the same that the probability of simultaneous activation
of their both symmetric counterparts. Since our protocol is
ensuring that the inhibition areas of a link and its symmetric
counterpart are exactly the same, their statistical behaviour
is also the same, making the probability of simultaneously
activating any two links is the same than the one of their
symmetric counterparts.
Finally, for our protocol to ensure that the entries of the
type (20) are symmetric, it must be accomplished that:
E[aijakl] = E[aijalk], i 6= k, l
Similarly to the previous case, it can be expressed as
follows:
prob {(aij = 1) ∩ (akl = 1)} = prob {(aij = 1) ∩ (alk = 1)}
which entails that the probability of simultaneously activa-
tion of any two links is the same that the probability of
simultaneous activation of one of the links and the symmetric
counterpart of the other. For the same reason stated in the
previous case, our protocol ensures the symmetry of this type
of entries.
The result of Theorem 3 implies that most of the entries
of the matrix E[W(k)⊗W(k)] are symmetric, which means
that the resulting matrix is a small perturbation of a symmetric
one, which intuitively results in a small covariance of vector
m.
C. Implementation details
First, we describe our algorithm in global terms by using
the three link sets (A, I, U) introduced in the previous
section. Then, we show that all the global concepts can be
easily mapped to local operations to the network nodes and
implemented in a distributed manner.
Globally, our algorithm works as follows. At each iteration
of the gossip algorithm, the sets A(0) and I(0) are initialized
with no links on them, while the set U(0) is initialized with
every link in E . At each scheduling step, a link between a
transmitter node j and a receiver node i is randomly chosen
from the set U(n) and this unique link is added to the
set of active links A(n) at scheduling step n. Then, the
activation of this new link implies that no other transmission
is simultaneously scheduled in the inhibition area around the
receiver node i. Hence, these links are added to the set I(n)
and are removed from the set U(n). The value chosen for
η determines when the algorithm finishes. There are two
scenarios for finishing the link scheduling: 1) if the used
value for η is large, the algorithm stops when the set U(n)
is empty and 2) if the used value for η is small, the link
scheduling protocol is finalized when η simultaneous links
are obtained. Both stopping conditions satisfy the feasibility
of the transmission pattern. However, the first stopping criteria
implies that η would become a random variable, being difficult
to make a proper design of the inhibition area. For that reason,
we work with values of η generally smaller than the optimal
one. An efficient methodology to compute a proper value for
η based on a worst case scenario is presented in our previous
work [23]. The details are omitted here to avoid extending the
length of the manuscript unnecessarily.
Algorithm 1 Link scheduling described in terms of A, I, U
Require: A(0), I(0), U(0), η
Ensure: U(n) is empty OR n = η
1: n = 0
2: while U(n) is not empty AND n ≤ η do
3: eji ← choose uniformly at random a link from U(n)
4: add eji to A(n)
5: remove eji from U(n)
6: for u = 1 to N do
7: for v = 1 to N do
8: if duj ≤ Rinh OR dvj ≤ Rinh then
9: add euv to I(n)




14: n = n+ 1
15: end while
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Although the sets A(n), I(n) and U(n) used to describe
Algorithm 1 and Proposition 2 are defined in global terms,
these have a direct correspondence to local concepts. In
particular, each transmitter node j is able to classify as active,
inhibited and unclassified every link eji in which node j acts
as the transmitter. This is always a local operation that only
requires a state variable per neighbor.
In order to implement Algorithm 1 in a distributed manner,
we can use a similar approach to [18]. In particular, we
divide each scheduling time-slot into a control slot and a
data slot. The purpose of the control slot is to generate a
collision-free transmission pattern used for the exchange of
the consensus data in the corresponding data slot. The set
Sji of conflicting links for each link eji is given by (23).
Note that in order to satisfy the symmetry of P, we have that
Sji = Sij , which is also a condition stated in [18] for the
algorithm to work. The control slots are divided in mini-slots
n, where the INTENT messages3 are sent and the scheduling
sets are updated accordingly. The way that the control slot
works is similar to any CSMA protocol based on the standard
IEEE 802.15.4. In particular, nodes try to send INTENT
messages with a frequency that depends of the back-off timer
or contention windows (CW). The rest of the procedure is
described in detail in [18] and summarized for convenience
in Algorithm 2 with the difference that in our setting all
links must be equiprobable to satisfy the symmetry property
of matrix P. A simple solution to satisfy this last condition is
to make the back-off timer of each node inversely proportional
to its number of neighbors. The result of Algorithm 2 is the
final transmission schedule (set of links marked as active) at
each consensus iteration k.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we numerically evaluate our cross-layer
scheme for different parameters: Pt, η, α and ρ, showing, that
our design improves the accuracy and the power consumption
while maintaining competitive convergence rates as compared
to state of the art work.
A. Simulation Scenario
We model a WSN as a uniformly random deployed network
of N = 1000 nodes inside a 2D unit square area. The infor-
mation is mixed as described in (7), where the instantaneous
topology at the k-th iteration determines which data is mixed.
Additionally, channel gains are computed based on node
positions, and on the radio propagation model. Radio signal
propagation is assumed to follow log-normal shadowing, with
path loss exponent γ = 3. For a given background noise
N0 = 10
−9mW per meter and a given value of β = 10,
we choose a combination of the values Pt and ρ that ensures
connectivity on average, that is, the set of edges E contains
enough links to ensure the existence of a multi-hop path
between every pair of nodes. Finally, since the value of α
3An INTENT message is sent for every link to be activated in order to
announce this decision at the end of the corresponding node back-off timer.
Then, the link is marked as active if and only if all the links in Sji receive
the INTENT message without collision in the control slot.
Algorithm 2 Link scheduling per node
Initializing phase:
1: Each node j starts its own random timer with a value Tj
inversely proportional to its number of neighbors
2: Every link eji is locally marked as unclassified.
Link scheduling:
3: After Tj control mini-slots, the timer of node j expires.
4: if node j hears and INTENT message from a link in Sji,
before the (Tj + 1)-th control mini-slot then
5: — Link eji is marked as inhibited and
node j does not transmit an INTENT message for it
6: else if node j does not hear and INTENT message from a
link in Sji, before the (Tj + 1)-th control mini-slot then
7: — It sends an INTENT message to all links in Sji
at the beginning of the (Tj + 1)-th control mini-slot
8: if there is a collision (i.e., concurrent INTENT
message in the same control mini-slot) then
9: — Link eji is marked as inhibited
10: else
11: — Link eji is marked as active with
certain probability if no link euv ∈ Sji active in
previous data slot, keeping previous state otherwise
12: end if
13: end if
plays a crucial role, we analyze the consensus performance
for different values of this parameter.
In order to compare our link scheduling protocol with a
CSMA protocol based on the standard IEEE 802.15.4, we
adopt the time equivalence illustrated in Figure 4. Particularly,
the number of milliseconds required by our link scheduling to
create a connectivity pattern, including both the control and
the data slots, is what determines what an iteration is. In that
period of time, a CSMA protocol activates a random number
of links and a random number of collisions occur. In both
type of protocols, since these are based on carrier sense, the
number of links correctly activated and the energy efficiency
mainly depend on the value of the contention window (CW).
Note that the philosophy used in the control slot is similar
to the normal operation of the standard IEEE 802.15.4. An
important difference is that our protocol requires a different
CW for each node. In particular, each node uses a value of CW
inversely proportional to its degree, as explained in Section IV.
In order to make a fair comparison, the value of CW used for
the standard IEEE 802.15.4 equals the average of the values
used for our protocol. The values of CW tested are [40, 80,
120, 160, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 2000]. It is important
to remark that the size of the control packets is, in general,
significantly smaller than the data ones. Since this affects the
performance of our protocol, this is also evaluated later.
Finally, since different combinations of gossip algorithms
and MAC protocols may lead to different MSE values and
in order to make a fair comparison, we operate as follows:
i) a scheme is said to converge to a MSE value when its
value changes less than 10−3 in two successive iterations
and ii) the largest (worst) MSE value attained by any of the
schemes considered is taken as the stoping criteria for the
















































Fig. 4. Iteration equivalence between our link scheduling implementation (top) and the CSMA protocols based on the standard IEEE 802.15.4 (bottom).
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Fig. 5. Bias, variance and MSE of the cross-layer scheme proposed in this work when both nodes and links are inhibited. The network setting used is:
Pt = −2 dBm, ρ = 0.5 and α = 0.002.
rest of the schemes. In this way, both the convergence time
and the power consumption are always compared for the same
level of accuracy. For more implementation details about MAC
protocols check [28].
B. Numerical Results
Fig. 5 shows the bias, the variance and the MSE for the
cross-layer methodology proposed in this work. In order to
illustrate the importance of obtaining a symmetric matrix P,
we have compared two different settings that lead to different
values of the MSE. In the first one, we have used the traditional
approach of inhibiting nodes (under the inhibition radius Rinh),
leading to an asymmetric matrix P. In the second one, we have
used, the results of Theorem 2, inhibiting links and ensuring
a symmetric matrix P. When the matrix P is ensured to be
symmetric, the asymmetric gossip converges in expectation,
namely, the term of the bias tends to zero. Accordingly, the
MSE converge to the value of the total variance. Notice that
this variance depends on two factors, such as the variance of
the initial data and the covariance of vector m. Oppositely,
when the matrix P is asymmetric, the bias does not vanishes
and it dominates the value of the MSE, since it present larger
values than the variance. Note that as smaller the variance
is, the more importance an unbiased estimation takes and
viceversa.
Fig. 6 shows that the convergence speed and the final MSE
value are slightly influenced by ρ and Pt. This is explained
by the fact that our link scheduling protocol produces denser
connectivity patterns when the average length of links is
decreased by a reduction on the values of Pt or ρ and vice
versa. It means that, in both cases, the information is mixed at
similar rates, namely, when denser patterns are generated, there
are more data exchanges between nodes, but these exchanges
are more locally done than in the case of having less larger
links. As a consequence, the consensus performance in terms
of convergence speed and accuracy is almost independent
of the parameters ρ and Pt. Note that for a given value of
these parameters Pt and ρ, as larger the resulting value of η
is, the faster convergence we obtain. Therefore, for a fixed
average link size, the value of η is a measure about how
good the link scheduling is for the convergence rate of the
consensus process. This figure also shows the influence of α
in the existing trade-off between the convergence rate and the
accuracy of the consensus process. It is clear from Fig. 6 that
larger values of α lead to faster convergence speed but also to
larger values of the MSE, since the covariance of vector m is
significantly increased.
Fig. 7 (a) shows a comparison between our cross-layer
scheme and the gossip algorithm proposed in [14], which is
executed over the IEEE 802.15.4. Each point of the depicted
curves correspond to a different CW value. The influence
of this parameter on the convergence time and the power
consumption is as follows. When a large value of CW is used,
there is no concurrence in the channel and a low throughput
and a high PRR are obtained. This is associated to slow conver-
gence rates with a high energy efficiency, since most of the few
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the MSE value for different combinations of the parameters: α, Pt and ρ ensuring a symmetric matrix P.










































[14] over IEEE 802.15.4 (EDth=−77 dBm)
[14] over IEEE 802.15.4 (EDth=−90 dBm)
Our cross−layer scheme
(a) comparative of different schemes























Control packet size of 33 bytes
Control packet size of 160 bytes 
Control packet size of 320 bytes 
(b) comparative of different control packet sizes
Fig. 7. (a) Comparative between our cross-layer scheme and the gossip
algorithm proposed in [14] executed over the IEEE 802.15.4 in terms of time
and power. Two energy detection (ED) thresholds are evaluated. (b) Several
control packet sizes have been tested for our cross-layer scheme.
packets transmitted are correctly delivered. When CW starts
decreasing, the throughput increases up to a maximum value
from which it gets worse due to the occurrence of an increasing
number of collisions. The behavior of the convergence time is
the opposite of the one of the throughput. Finally, the power

















Our link scheduling with symmetry
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(a) MSE attained by different MAC protocols


















































Our link scheduling with symmetry
Our link scheduling without symmetry
(b) time and power for different MAC protocols
Fig. 8. (a) Evolution of the MSE value for different medium access control
protocols. (b) Comparative in terms of time and power between our link
scheduling with symmetry (cross-layer scheme) and without symmetry it and
the IEEE 802.15.4. All protocols execute the linear update of the state of the
nodes in (7).
consumption always increases with the concurrence of the
channel (smaller values of CW), since more collisions appear.
In general, our cross-layer scheme presents similar conver-
gence times than [14] over the IEEE 802.15.4, while having
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significantly smaller energy consumption. This is explained
by the fact that the control phase generally uses a small
packets size, e.g., 32 bytes of header plus 1 byte of payload
for ContikiOS. A comparison for different values of this
parameters is presented in Fig. 7 (b). A small control packet
size not only reduces the energy required for transmission, but
also allows to schedule more links in one iteration, reducing
also the convergence time.
Fig. 8 (a) shows the influence of the medium access control
protocol in the the convergence rate and the accuracy of the
consensus process. We execute two versions of our protocol,
one ensuring collision avoidance and symmetric probabilities
of communication and another ensuring only collision avoid-
ance. We also compare these two approaches with a constant
threshold technique, which is widely used in the hardware of
real motes, where a node is allowed to transmit as long as the
measured signal strength RSSI ≤ −90 dBm (EDth = 90 dBm).
It is clear that ensuring an unbiased consensus value tends to
reduce the MSE. It is important to remark that converging to a
smaller final MSE value is associated to significantly smaller
convergence time and power consumption, since the same level
of accuracy can be attained in much less iterations, that is, less
packet exchanges, see Fig. 8 (b).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered the problem of average
consensus in Wireless Sensor Networks under an accurate
interference model, in which correct packet reception at a
receiving node depends on the SINR. We propose a distributed
and implementable cross-layer scheme, where the performance
of the signal processing applications is improved by an ap-
propriate design of the link layer. We go through the different
steps of the end-to-end workflow (from application, consensus,
topology, medium access control, to link scheduling). We
also show dependences at each level, explaining how to tune
each layer to influence the following one in an appropriate
way. Moreover, we numerically evaluate the convergence rate,
the power consumption and the MSE for different gossip
schemes.
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